
Barnes Aerospace Unveils Redesigned 
Website Aligned with Growth Goals 

Today, Barnes Aerospace proudly announces the launch of its redesigned website, BarnesAero.com. 
The revamped website embodies the Company's commitment to continuous growth and customer-
centric solutions and provides an elevated online experience. 

With an emphasis on user-friendliness and improved functionality, the new Barnes Aerospace 
website offers enhanced navigation, intuitive search capabilities, and refined product page filtering. 
These upgrades empower customers to explore Barnes Aerospace's extensive range of offerings, 
including manufacturing technologies and aftermarket services that power global aviation. 

The website redesign is a strategic initiative aligned with Barnes Aerospace's growth goals. By 
embracing the latest digital advancements, Barnes Aerospace aims to strengthen its online presence, 
engage customers more effectively, and ensure a seamless user experience.  

"Our redesigned website reflects our dedication to advancing what's possible in the aerospace 
industry,” said Ian Reason, President of Barnes Aerospace. “It aligns with our mission of relentless 
pursuit and our vision to pioneer technologies that help change the world. The new website allows 
us to showcase our comprehensive capabilities and unwavering commitment to customer 
partnerships." 

Bill Gonet, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, added, "We are thrilled to unveil the redesigned 
Barnes Aerospace website. It serves as a dynamic platform for us to engage with customers and 
partners, providing them access to information on the many Barnes Aerospace capabilities and 
services. The website has enhanced features with a user-friendly interface that will make it easier to 
do business with us." 

The redesigned Barnes Aerospace website represents an important milestone in the Company's 
digital transformation journey. It offers a visually appealing interface that guides users through 
Barnes Aerospace's diverse range of services.  

We encourage you to visit the newly redesigned Barnes Aerospace at BarnesAero.com. 

About Barnes Aerospace 
Barnes Aerospace, a division of Barnes, manufactures and maintains highly engineered parts for the 
aerospace and related industries globally. With elevated experience, Barnes Aerospace has a 
steadfast commitment to continuous improvement and the relentless pursuit of next. We offer strict 
compliance with customer, regulatory, and third-party standards (e.g., ISO, AS, NADCAP) for the 
Commercial Aerospace, Defense / Military, Energy, and Space industries where quality is crucial.  
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